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Abstract:

On 2 November 1992 a detonation with an approximate force of 225 tons of TNT happened in the
Steingletscher ammunition and explosives storage installation in Switzerland. Six people lost their
lives in this accident. The installation was destroyed completely, the rock cover above the under-
ground chamber broke off and rock as well as concrete pieces were thrown over a wide range into
the surroundings.

Despite the tragedy of this accident the Swiss Department of Defence decided to learn as much as
possible from it. Part of this effort was dedicated to the debris throw, a field where worldwide only
few real data exist. This paper summarizes the work performed until now concerning debris throw
from the crater above the storing chamber. It covers the following topics:

1. Introduction
2. Installation and Summary of Accident
3. Recovery and Documentation of Basic Field Data 
4. Evaluation of Basic Data
5. Final Remarks

Paper presented at the 27th Department of Defense Explosives Safety Seminar in Las Vegas NV,
USA on 20 - 22 August 1996
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1. Introduction

On 2 November 1992 a detonation with an approximate force of 225 tons TNT occurred in a Swiss
underground installation for the storage of old ammunition and explosives prior to their destruction.
Six people - all being inside the installation at the time of the explosion - lost their lives in this acci-
dent. The installation was destroyed completely, the rock cover above the underground chamber
broke off and rock as well as concrete pieces were thrown over a wide range into the surroundings.

Despite the tragedy of this accident the Swiss Department of Defence decided to learn as much as
possible from it. For the evaluation of the explosion effects and to study the impacts of this explosion
on the existing regulations in Switzerland BIENZ, KUMMER & PARTNER was selected already in
1992 as contractor. After the Klotz-Club was informed about this accident, also US experts showed
their interest and supported on their own initiative the evaluation of the effects. On behalf of the
Swiss Defence Technology and Procurement Agency I would like to thank the USAF, Mr. Joseph
Jenus Jr., Chief of the Explosives Hazards Reduction Program and his technical consultant, Mr.
Khosrow Bakhtar, again for their valuable help. 

The collection of basic data, mostly debris data, was performed during summer 1993 when the site
was accessible again after the annual thaw. Unfortunately - as often in this circumstances - the legal
investigation, mainly interested in the cause of the event and the responsibilities, had priority and
caused a delay of years in our technical work. Only recently some of the necessary data had been
made available and we therefore started with the evaluation only yet.

Part of the effort is dedicated to the debris throw, a field where worldwide only few real data exist
as such tragic events are fortunately very seldom but tests very costly. As we know the installation
and the contents of the chambers before the explosion quite well we have the unique opportunity to
bring the knowledge of the effects of such explosions a step further and therefore contribute to the
safety of new or existing ammunition storage installations.

This paper summarizes the work performed until now concerning debris throw from the crater above
the storing chamber. The next chapter gives a short overview of the installation and the accident.
Afterwards, the debris recovery and basic data documentation will be described. Chapter 4 contains
the evaluation of the basic data, first results concerning the debris density and an estimation of
expected lethalities in this environment according to the NATO and Swiss criteria. Chapter 5 gives
a summary and an outlook on planned future work.



2. Installation and Summary of Accident   

The magazine called "Steingletscher" (Stone-glacier) was located right in the centre of the Swiss Alps
in an uninhabited area. It belonged to the Ammunition Factory Thun and was used to store old
delaborated ammunition, outdated explosives and waste from the production of ammunition and
explosives before their final destruction by open burning or detonation on the plain in front of the
magazine. Figure 1 shows the location of the installation as well as the burning and detonation
ground. 

The general layout of the magazine is shown in figures 2 and 3. As it can be seen, the magazine
consisted of three major parts: the two storing chambers, the unloading area (accessible for trucks)
and the building at the entrance containing all the technical installations. Figures 4 and 5 document
the volumina and cross-section of the different tunnel sections. The rock overburden of the storage
chambers was minimally 52 m and consisted generally of very good rock, mostly granite. A more
detailed description of the installation can be found in reference 3. 

On the day of the accident the storage was loaded with about 225 tons of explosives (TNT-equiva-
lent). The largest part - about 190 tons - was a lot of flaked TNT in cardboard drums. The average
loading density in the two chambers was around 45 kg/m3. 

Usual operations had been underway on 2 November 1992. At the moment of the explosion six
persons were working inside the installation, at least one of them in one of the storing chambers,
preparing material for destruction the same afternoon. 11 people stayed in the surroundings of the
installation. At about 4 p.m. a fire was reported by a worker in one of the storing chambers. Seconds
later a huge explosion followed. The six people inside the installation were killed instantly, the
workers in the surroundings survived without any injuries by a miracle.

The installation was destroyed completely and the force of the explosion uncovered part of the rock
above the chamber. Afterwards, probably due to the ground shock and the dislocation of material due
to the forming crater, a large quantity of rock material - about 100'000 m  - broke loose from the top3

of the mountain and covered the area where the installation had been located. Figure 6 shows an
overview of the scenery after the explosion. Rock debris from the crater were thrown in all directions
into the surrounding up to distances exceeding 500 m. In direction of the axis of the access tunnel the
debris throw consisting of rock material and concrete parts from the installation - especially from the
entrance building - was even more dense up to a distance of about 800 m. Figure 7 shows a concrete
block from the entrance building weighing 15 tons and found 370 m from its original place. There was
no damage due to air blast however, as there were no above ground structures like houses etc. in the
immediate surrounding. A more detailed description of the accident can be found in references 1, 2
and 4.















3. Recovery and Documentation of Basic Field Data

The damage pattern as a basis for the evaluation of the physical explosion effects was recorded by
topographical maps, terrain sections and aerial as well as terrestrial photos. Detailed documentations
were elaborated for 53 large single debris and 40 "debris collection fields" [Ref. 4]. The data from
these debris fields were used for the evaluation of the debris throw from the crater and are presented
in this paper.

The following main steps were necessary for the recovery of the debris field data:

1. First of all, suitable debris areas showing a characteristic debris distribution had to be selected.
This was quite a difficult task as "new" debris had to be found in a desert of stones. In the end
however, it was easier than expected as the shape of the crater debris, the vegetation under them
at the place where they were found and the "clean" debris surface - without any lichens on it -
made a distinction possible. Figure 8 shows two of the chosen fields.

2. The selected fields were marked, photographed and surveyed. The result of this step was an area
map containing the installation and all the fields where debris had been collected (fig. 9, nos. 81
to 120, nos. 1 to 53 indicate the location of the recorded large single debris).

3. At last, all debris were collected, sorted out for different materials (rock, concrete, metal parts
etc.) and according to their seize. Figure 10 shows an example. The debris were counted and
weighted. Back in the office, for each debris field a data sheet showing all details was elaborated
and, as a first step of the evaluation, the debris density in kg/m  was defined (fig. 11). Figure 122

gives an overview of the data of all debris fields.

Over all 25 man-days were invested in the data recovery on the spot. This is not as much as would
have been desirable but financial and time constraints made a more extensive site investigation
impossible. Two things have proofed true again:

1: After an accident there is an urgent need - whoever knows why - to clean up the mess as fast as
possible, not only on the spot but also in mind. 

2: It's much easier to get a million dollar for a clean new test than 10'000 for the evaluation of an
accident (ulterior motive: help us god that they don't find anything we (the responsible persons)
might be blamed for!).

















4. Evaluation of Basic Data

Based on the results of the field data, until now the following evaluations have been made:

1. Elaboration of a debris density contour map
2. Defining the number of hazardous debris per unit area
3. Estimation of lethality based on the number of

hazardous debris

4.1 Debris Density Contour Map

For the development of the contour map, showing the density of debris coming from the crater above
the storage chamber, only those debris fields could be used which were not influenced by debris
coming out of the access tunnel. Because at the day of the explosion the surrounding of the installa-
tion already was covered with snow and with the help of an aerial photo taken 4 days after the event,
it was easy to sort them out. Therefore, all debris fields lying within 22.5 degrees to the left and right
of the axis of the tunnel entrance were not used for further evaluation. This 45 degree angle is, by the
way, exactly the area in which our safety regulation TLM 75 [Ref. 6] expects most of the debris
coming from an access tunnel. For further evaluation of the debris throw from the crater only the
debris fields nos 81 to 95 and 109 to 116, a total of 23 were used. Together with the fact that the
maximum crater debris throw distance was in the order of magnitude of 600 to 700 m, the graph in
figure 13 was elaborated. Although the data scattering was not as small as we  would have liked it,
the debris mass density versus distance curve represents the physical facts, in our view, reasonably
well. Based on this curve the debris mass density contour lines in figure 14 could be drawn as a final
result.

4.2 Defining of Number of Hazardous Debris per Unit Area

Debris density contour lines are only one step on the way to determine a safety distance or a lethality
rate for a person exposed to this physical effect. In fact there are always one single or a couple of
lethal debris responsible for taking life and not a debris density per m2.

Thus, the next step in our evaluation was to establish the number of hazardous debris belonging to
a certain debris density. Based on the data sheets of the debris fields (fig. 11) a debris size summation
curve was developed for each field. A summary of the curves of all 23 fields is shown in figure 15.
A regression with these data points was made (fig. 16) and a final average distribution of the debris
size (mass) versus number of debris - standardized for an area of one m  and a debris density of 1 kg2

per m  - was the result. Of course it was tested if the debris size distribution is dependent on the2

distance from the crater or the angle from the tunnel axis, but neither of them was the case.











But what is a hazardous debris? According to the NATO regulations a hazardous debris is a piece
of material with a kinetic energy of more than 79 joules. Taking into account an endballistic velocity
in the range of 35 - 50 m/s, it can be concluded that all debris with a weight of more than 100 to 150
g are lethal. The long and the short of it is that in figure 16 you can read that for a debris density of
one kg per m  you get the average of 1 lethal debris per m . Of course, this value is not an universal2 2

constant, it is only valid for the type of rock being in the Steingletscher area.

4.3 Estimation of Lethality Based on the Number of Hazardous Debris

With the values gained until now, and according to the NATO safety principles, it is easy to calculate
the "Safety Distance" based on the criterion of one hazardous debris per 600 ft  respectively 55.7 m .2 2

According to figure 13 you would come up with a safety distance of 640 m (fig. 17). The lethality
of a person standing in the open at that "Safety Distance" - taking into consideration a lethal area for
a person of 0.58 m  according to the NATO regulations (a relatively large area for a standing man2

facing the explosion) - would be around 1%. For the contour line indicating a debris density of 1.0
kg/m  the respective lethality value would then be around 60 %. 2

But how do these lethality figures compare with reality? At the time of the explosion 6 workers were
standing in the open at point A in figure 17. No one was hurt! Being aware that we are dealing with
probabilities, the chance that this happens is not zero, however very little. That's why we are con-
vinced that the NATO safety criteria are over conservative in this case. 

How would we judge this situation according to the Swiss Safety Regulations? As you may know,
we do not have safety distances, but calculate the risk quantitatively (Ref. 8, 9 ). This approach gives
a much better picture on what really happens. Thus, the technical models like lethality as a function
of physical effects have to be more extensive and detailed than in a Q-D approach. Therefore, several
years ago the lethality of persons due to debris throw coming from a crater was studied in-depth (Ref.
5 and 7). Taken into account were, for example, the impact angle of debris and the different suscepti-
bility of different parts of the body. Figure 18 shows that the impact of a debris with an energy of 79
joules results in a considerable lethality only in case the head is hit. Other parts of the body are less
sensitive to debris impact with respect to lethality. Based on that model and for the debris density
measured at the Steingletscher site - taking into account the distribution of the debris size according
to figure 16 - the lethality was calculated. Coming up with a lethality of less than 10 % at point A (fig.
19), we are confident to judge this situation more realistic.         









5. Final Remarks

This paper presented the technical evaluation of the debris throw coming from the crater above an
underground ammunition storage installation. Concerning the debris throw of such an installation,
this is only half of the problem. As the Steingletscher accident demonstrated, debris throw from the
access tunnel can be even more intensive and in many cases it may be the decisive effect. In a further
step it is therefore intended to evaluate the debris throw from the access tunnel in the same way - but
this can only take place as soon as the judges and lawyers make the necessary data available.

Concerning this evaluation we could learn the following lessons:

1. An accident is a tragedy for the victims. But it is an unique opportunity for the safety specialists
to check and improve their instruments for the safety assessment.

2. It is not easy for a technical expert to get to the facts. There is an urgent need to clean up the site
immediately, and judges and lawyers tend to lock away important facts for a very long time.

3. Even with a limited set of data valuable scientific findings can be made, for which prohibitively
expensive test would be necessary.

On the technical level it could be shown based on a realistic case that the NATO safety criteria for
debris throw might be over conservative, as suspected by many experts. Furthermore it is shown that
the Swiss approach for the lethality due to debris throw from a crater gives more plausible results,
and therefore together with the risk based approach allows in the end a more economic use of the
installations.  
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